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Company: Page Executive

Location: İzmir

Category: other-general

Exceptional CFO role in a global manufacturing business

Play a key role in determining the future direction of this organisation

About Our Client

Our client is a global manufacturing company and highly ethical organisation.

Job Description

The CFO has a direct reporting line to the local CEO and a functional reporting line to the

Group CFO.

Responsibilities for this key role to include:

Responsible for the compilation of the budget and strategic plan

Creation and validation of regular monthly to all stakeholders

Analysis and interpretation of the financial information, understanding deviations and

providing clear and concise action plans to address deviations agreed with business

partners

Responsible for the optimisation and further development of the controlling processes and

instruments in alignment with Group guidelines

Identification and quantification of financial risks and opportunities and proposing/monitoring

remedial action
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Compilation of annual accounts and tax returns on a timely basis consistent with local GAAP

/ IFRS and local tax requirements

Liaison with local auditors, tax advisors and local authorities

Local treasury management

The Successful Applicant

Bachelor degree from reputable universities, master degree is a plus

Minimum 15-20 years of experience (minimum 5 years of leadership as Finance

Director/CFO) gained in multi-cultural and matrix organisations within industrial, manufacturing

markets coupled with audit background

In-depth knowledge of IFRS and local GAAP as well as local tax

Good communication skills and proactive working method

Extensive leadership skills and leadership experience to develop the finance function and

the team

Ability to use MS-Office, SAP and other relevant software

In addition to the technical skills related to the core functions of the role, we are looking for a

leadership figure of the highest integrity to also take on the role as chief compliance officer

Fluency in English is a must

What's on Offer

This role will form part of the Board of Directors

The place where entrepreneurial thinking is appreciated

Apply Now
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